Abstract. This paper explores a ridership forecasting method based on railway intersection site accessibility and vehicle use patterns. The accessibility model utilizes vehicle use and demographic data. In the study, we employ GIS to disaggregate population data into small raster cells. Based on the distance decay theory, we apply the negative logistic function in an accessibility model. Total amount of passenger flow is obtained by combining population locations with probability of travel to the railway intersection. The parameters, which play a key role in the accessibility model, are tested in an empirical study of Wuhan, China. Through proper parameter configuration, the accessibility model may achieve acceptable accuracy for predicting railway intersection trip production.
Introduction
In the 21st Century, the rapid development of urban railway intersection in Chinese major cities requires scientific planning and design. railway intersection ridership predicting provides important data support for project proposal, planning, design, and operation. First, traffic volume forecast requires the knowledge of spatial distribution of traffic flow and demand. Traditional disaggregate traffic models use smaller zones for spatial analysis which is more suitable at the macro-level. When considering the effects of vehicle use and road network structures within the surrounding area of a transit station, the traditional disaggregate models appear rough results [2] . Also the traditional models have certain drawbacks, for example, it is difficult to control the accuracy of results, tedious work for data entry, insensitive to vehicle use patterns, and high operating cost [1] . We can use relatively simplified alternatives to forecast the transportation demand on a railway intersection site. A typical alternative is to directly use population data, vehicle use characteristics, and level of public transit service in the surrounding area of a site to predict the potential ridership [3, 4] . These methods are less time consuming, low cost, and complement to the 'Four Stages Predict Method'.This paper is based on distance decay theory to study the passenger flow around railway intersection sites. To verify the results, we evaluate the direct passenger-flow forecasting process using Wuhan railway intersection Line One as an empirical study.
Accessibility Based Direct railway intersection Passenger-Flow Predicting Model

Predicting Process
For a commuter, the accessibility to railway intersection is defined as the ease of travel from an origin to a railway intersection site. Ridership is directly affected by the reachability of a transit site [5, 6, 7] . A large number of domestic and foreign survey data on railway intersection has indicated that distance is the key factor affecting the accessibility of passengers to railway intersection. In the Nethervehicles, Keijer and Rietveld found that people live within the range of 500~1,000 meters from a railway intersection site use 20% [8] less railway intersection service than those who live less than 500 meters from a railway intersection site. Untermann discovered a distance decay function that most transit users are willing to walk 150 meters to a transit site [9] . Cervero concluded that if both the origin and destination are close to the railway intersection, the ridership will increase dramatically [10] . In Beijing, along with the increase of distance to a railway intersection site, the share of walk-to-transit decreases fast [11] ; Survey data from Guangzhou also supports this point of 2nd International Conference on Electronics, Network and Computer Engineering (ICENCE 2016) view [12] . Other studies indicate that functional relationship appears between the use of public transit and distance. Levinson et al. shows that with the increase in walking distance, total number of ridership appears linear reduction [13] . A public transit survey conducted by Zhao indicated that with walking distance to the bus station increases, ridership reduces exponentially [14] . An accessibility model can be obtained by constructing a functional relationship between travel impedance and the probability of using public transit. A percentage of population that travel by railway intersection can be obtained by analyzing the residential characteristics using accessibility model. To calculate the probability of public transit usage, residents are divided into small spatial grid cell units; estimated railway intersection ridership for each cell unit is calculated using the total number of population in each cell multiplied by the probability of ridership. Total passenger flow is achieved by summing up estimated railway intersection ridership of each cell unit around a certain transit site. Fig.1 represents a flow chart of the predicting process. The key factors are the accessibility of transit sites and population distribution. At each railway intersection site, passenger flow is predicted based on available data. We use trial algorithm approach to predict the passenger flow at each site, and found that the efficiency of surrounding road network has a greater impact on the site reachability. Because road network characteristics are varied, the accuracy of passenger flow forecast at each site appears uncorrelated. Using the mean error for all sites as a base, we select four cases of parameters with smallest errors for analysis, results are listed in Table 1 Lu  1533  1323  3214  1537 1933  Huangpu Lu  2466  708  1868  833  1066  TouDao Jie  927  580  1270  653  793  Erqi Lu  1586  536  1247  617  764  Xuzhou Xincun  1196  512  1104  577  698  Danshuichi  907  139  362  164  208  Xinrong  1860  167  363  189  227 Use the values of R, which is the error between predicted number of passenger flow and the actual number of passenger flow, as an index to evaluate the accuracy of predicted results.
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Where: X represents the predicted number of passenger flow; C represents the actual observed number of passenger flow. Figure 2 shows the error distribution between predicted passenger flow and actual passenger flow. As it shown in illustration, the predicted value is more sensitive to parameter variations. 
Conclusion
Site based accessibility and population distribution can be used to predict passenger flows at railway intersection sites. More accurate prediction parameters can be obtained through comparison between results of different parameter combinations and actual observed results. In addition to traditional forecasting methods, this study provides another more convenient choice for passenger flow forecasting. Even though the configuration of parameters is quite difficult, this method requires less data and a short data analysis cycle. The further improvement on this study is from the three following points. First, use more thorough site survey to get population and road network based distance measures; Second, choose a fitting method of parameters to determine their 
